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Question No : 1 

For which type of query is the SQL result cache automatically disabled?  

 

A. Queries that access data which changes frequently  

 

B. Queries that return large amounts of data  

 

C. Queries that use SQL functions such as SYSDATE  

 

D. Queries that are used infrequently  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 2  

You are looking for some general design principles that could be used in designing every large scale data 

warehouse you create. Identify the principle that would have the widest applicability.  

 

A. Partition your tables appropriately to produce partition-wise joins.  

 

B. Always use a star schema or snowflake schema design.  

 

C. Do as much analytics as possible in your BI tools.  

 

D. Always use Oracle OLAP.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 3 

What are Oracle Data Integrator templates used for?  

 

A. To model SAP applications  

 

B. To define how to transform data  

 

C. As reports to monitor ETL activity  

 

D. None of these  
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Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 4 

What would you do to compress data in partitions that are frequently updated in Oracle Database 11g?  

 

A. Use Hybrid Columnar Compression.  

 

B. Use Advanced Compression Option.  

 

C. Use Hybrid Partitions.  

 

D. Avoid compressing any data.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 5  

You customer wants to segment their customers1 demographic data into those that use and do not use 

loyalty card. What would you recommend?  

 

A. Use Oracle OLAP Option.  

 

B. Use Oracle SQL Analytic Functions.  

 

C. Use classification algorithm in Oracle Data Mining.  

 

D. Use non-negative matrix factorization in Oracle Data Mining.  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 6  

Which Oracle option might be used to encrypt sensitive data in an Oracle data warehouse?  

 

A. Active Data Guard  

 

B. Total Recall  

 

C. Advanced Security Option  

 

D. Virtual Private Database  
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Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 7  

Your customer wants to use Database Resource Manager to help ensure consistent performance based 

on users and operations. In designing this implementation, which limitation CANNOT be imposed through 

Database Resource Manager?  

 

A. Specifying the maximum number of concurrent operations for a resource group  

 

B. Limiting resource consumption for a resource group  

 

C. Specifying the amount of parallelism for a resource group  

 

D. Limiting access to particular data for a resource group  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 8  

What is the estimated maximum speed of data loads for a Quarter Rack with the Exadata Storage 

Server?  

 

A. 1 TB/hr  

 

B. 2 TB/hr  

 

C. 4 TB/hr  

 

D. 5 TB/hr  

 

E. It depends on the number of CPUs in the server.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 9 

Your BI tool (for example, Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition Plus, Business Objects and 

Cognos) will be used to query an Oracle database that includes the Oracle OLAP Option. What does tool 

generate in submitting queries that might include data stored in relational tables and OLAP cubes?  

 

A. SQL  
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B. PL/SQL  

 

C. Proprietary API code  

 

D. SQL for relational and proprietary API code for OLAP  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 10  

Which two statements are true about the advantages of using a data warehouse?  

 

A. A data warehouse uses fewer database structures, so access to answers is faster and easier  

 

B. A data warehouse is typically implemented with a different design, making access faster.  

 

C. A data warehouse is optimized for ongoing write activity, making response faster.  

 

D. A data warehouse uses specialized features of the Oracle database, like materialized views and star 

transformations, making response faster.  

 

Answer: B,D  

 

 

Question No : 11  

You want to enable result set caching to quickly see if this feature will help the performance of your 

application. Which is the quickest way to make this determination?  

 

A. Set RESULT_CACHE_MODE = FORCE in the initialization file.  

 

B. Set RESULT_CACHE = ENABLED in the initialization file.  

 

C. Set RESULT_CACHE_MAX_SIZE = 0.  

 

D. Set RESULT_CACHE = ENABLED in the initialization file and use a RESULT_CACHE hint in queries.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 12  

You want partitions to be automatically created when data that does not fit into current date range loaded. 

Which type of partitioning would you implement?  
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A. Hash  

 

B. List  

 

C. Invisible  

 

D. Interval  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 13  

Identify the action that you CANNOT perform using Database Resource Manager.  

 

A. Define Consumer Groups.  

 

B. Create rules to map sessions to Consumer Groups.  

 

C. Define a Resource Plan.  

 

D. Allocate individual CPUs to Consumer Groups.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 14  

How can you implement near real time data integration with Oracle Data Integrator?  

 

A. By accessing Change Data Capture records from logs  

 

B. By using Exchange Partition  

 

C. By mining Oracle UNDO segments  

 

D. By reading operating system logs  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 15  

Identify the benefit of using bitmap join indexes. Select one.  

 

A. Faster query performance for all queries.  
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B. Reduced space for indexes.  

 

C. Faster query performance for some queries.  

 

D. Lower memory usage.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 16  

What data can you compress using Advanced Compression in Oracle Database 11g?  

 

A. Read only data  

 

B. Data that can be updated, inserted and/or deleted (DML)  

 

C. Only data being archived  

 

D. Data warehousing data  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 17  

Which is NOT an available composite partition in Oracle Database 11g?  

 

A. range-list  

 

B. list-list  

 

C. list-range  

 

D. interval-hash  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 18 

What two types of results can be cached in the Result Set Cache?  

 

A. Results of an SQL query  

 

B. Results from a PL/SQL function  
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C. Sequence object results  

 

D. Result sets derived from data dictionary tables  

 

Answer: A,B  

 

 

Question No : 19 

Which unique method of improving performance is NOT used by the Oracle Exadata Database Machine?  

 

A. Flash to improve query performance  

 

B. Reduces the amount of data required to flow through I/O  

 

C. Increases the I/O using InfiniBand  

 

D. Performs analysis in a special in-memory database  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 20  

Your customer is looking to implement ad-hoc analysis in a data warehouse. Which approach is least 

likely to be used assuming that the customer does not want the expense of managing view?  

 

A. Star schema  

 

B. Snowflake schema  

 

C. Third normal form schema  

 

D. OLAP  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 21  

Your customer wants to implement an ILM strategy. The customer must have which option when 

deploying Oracle's ILM Assistant to implement this strategy?  

 

A. RAC  

 

B. Partitioning  
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C. OLAP  

 

D. Oracle Clusterware  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 22  

What would you use to evenly distribute data across the disk in your Oracle data warehouse?  

 

A. Range Partitioning  

 

B. Automatic Storage Management (ASM)  

 

C. List Partitioning  

 

D. RAC  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 23  

Identify the indexing technique you would use to minimize partition maintenance.  

 

A. Local indexes  

 

B. Global partitioned indexes  

 

C. Global nonpartitioned indexes  

 

D. Both global partitioned and global nonpartitioned indexes  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 24  

The most performant way to load data from an external table that will also guarantee direct path loading 

is:  

 

A. Using Create Table as Select (CTAS)  

 

B. Using Data Pump  
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C. Using Insert as Select (IAS)  

 

D. Using transparent gateways  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 25  

Why does partitioning help parallelism with RAC?  

 

A. The ability to do partition-wise joins reduces interconnect traffic.  

 

B. Partitioning allows you to split data storage across nodes.  

 

C. Partitioning reduces storage requirements.  

 

D. RAC will spawn additional parallel servers to meet the needs of requesting applications.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 26 

For which task would you NOT use Oracle Data Mining?  

 

A. Predicting customer behavior  

 

B. Associating factors with a business issue  

 

C. Determining associations within a population  

 

D. Reducing the amount of data used in a data warehouse  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 27  

Which can be used in scenario where there are large data loads of a sensitive nature into a data 

warehouse?  

 

A. Direct path loading  

 

B. External tables for loading flat files  
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C. Partition exchange loading  

 

D. Any of these are valid for certain situations.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 28  

Which condition can cause a change in the contents of the SQL Result Set Cache?  

 

A. SQL result sets age out of the Result Set Cache based on the KEEP parameter.  

 

B. SQL result sets are invalidated in the Result Set Cache after DML is performed against any of tables in 

the SQL query.  

 

C. SQL result sets are pinned in the Result Set Cache with the KEEP parameter.  

 

D. None of these would cause a change.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 29  

Identify the true statement about adaptive parallelism.  

 

A. It Is turned on by default.  

 

B. It is turned off by default.  

 

C. You should always leave the default setting  

 

D. There is no such thing.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 30  

Identify the type of refresh that is NOT supported by materialized views.  

 

A. Deferred  

 

B. Incremental  
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